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APPLICATION OF' THE METHOD OF GENERALISED LIMITS TO THE 
EULER-MACLAURIN SUM FORMULA 
To introduce the concept of generalised limit 2) consider a function 
f(x) defined either at the points x>~ or at the points x<~ in the neigh-
borhood of ~ in such a way that f(x) may be written as 
(3.1) f(x)=Oo log lx-~1 + x~; + (x~z;)z + ... + (x~m;)m +g(x) 
where g(x) is continuous at x=~. We then say that the generalised limit 
of f(x) for x-+ ~ exists, and write 
gen lim f(x) =g(~) . 
.,....,.~ 
In the particular case that the limit of f(x) for x-+ ~ exists in the usual 
sense, the coefficients c0 , Cv •.. , em are necessarily zero, so that the .notion 
of limit in the ordinary sense is a particular case of the notion of generalised 
limit. 
The generalised limit, when it exists, is uniquely defined, for if (3.1) 
holds, and moreover 
f(x)=061og lx-~1+ x~; + ... + (x~:;)n +g*(x), 
where both g(x) and g*(x) are continuous at x=~, then without loss of 
generality we may assume m = n (since we may add terms with coefficients 
equal to zero). In that case 
Oo-06 +! ch-ct 
h~l (x- ;)h 
1 ) This paper is the third of three on the asymptotic behavior of trigonometric 
sums which have been written with the kind assistance of Dr. J. G. VANDER CORPUT 
of the University of California at Berkeley. The author is therefore inbedted to 
the National Science Foundation, Washington, U.S.A., which has awarded grant 
nwriber NSF-Gl884 to Professor VANDER CoRPUT to facilitate his researches. 
2 ) The concept of generalised limit here introduced was first used by J. 
HADAMARD, and more recently greatly extended by J. G. VAN DER CoRPUT. 
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is bounded in the neighborhood of ; so that 
0 0 =06 and Ch=c: for l<,h<,m. 
Hence g(x)=g*(x), and 
lim g(x) =lim g*(x) 
as x ~ ;. 
For instance, according to this definition the function 
I 00 (22•-2)B j(x)=CSCX=-+~ 8 x2s-1 
x s~l (2s)! 
is, at the origin, infinitely often differentiable in the sense of generalised 
limits, since it follows from 
~esc x = (-)tt! + ~ (22•-I-I)B,xzs-t-1 
dxt xt+l t+l s(2s-t-I)! 
s;;>-2-
that 
dt ] _ l22s-l- I B. fort= 2s-l, odd (3.2) dxt esc X z~o- 8 
0 fort=2s-2,even. 
It is evident that the generalised limit of the sum of two terms is equal 
to the sum of the generalised limits of the two terms, provided that 
each possesses a generalised limit. For a product, however, the rule is 
not so simple. Suppose 
gen lim f(x) =A. and gen lim /*(x) =A.*. 
~~ .. ~~ 
There are two possibilities. First, the product has no generalised limit 
for x ~ ;. 
Example : Let 
f(x) = /*(x) = ! + x sin!; 
X X 
then 
gen lim f(x) = 0 
.,_,.o 
but 
gen lim f2(x) = gen lim (..; + 2 sin! + x2 sin2 !) 
~ ~ X X X 
does not exist. Second, if the product f(x)f*(x) has a generalised limit as 
x ~ ; then in general the limit is different from the product A.A.* of the 
generalised limits of f(x) and f*(x). 
Example : Assume 
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then 
gen lim f(x) =a 
~o 
and 
gen lim f2(x) = gen lim (x- 2m + 2ax-m + a 2 + 2ab xm + b2 x2m + 2bxm-n) 
.,~o ~o 
~ a 2 for m=Fn 
= ( 2b + a2 for m = n. 





where ~<~* and f(x) is continuous in the open interval ~<x<~*. It is 
assumed that f(x) may be written, for ~<x<~*, as 
f( cl em c~ c: ( ) X)= X-~ + • • • + (x- ~)m + X,-~* + .. • + (X -~*)n + g X ' 
where g(x) is continuous at X=~ and x=~*. If t5 and e denote positive 
numbers which tend to zero, the generalised limit of 
~·-· I f(x)dx 
H~ 
exists and is denoted by the integral (3.3). For instance, for each positive 
number p 
(3.4) P nx 2p 2p I csc-dx= -log-
o p n n' 
because 
pi-e nxd pi ne p nt5 
esc- x=-- og tan-- -log tan-
6 p n ~ n ~ 
ne nt5 tan- tan-
= - E. log~ - E. log~ + 2P log 2P - E. (loge+ log t5) 
n ne n nt5 n n n ' 
2p 2p 
which gives (3.4) upon applying the rule of generalised limits. 
With these concepts in mind we proceed to develop a variant of 
the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula developed in the second paper of 
this series in which the terms will be defined as generalised limits. To 
that end we introduce an unbounded variable p, and make the following 
assumptions: 
l. The function f(x) may be written for ~<x<~* as 
(3.5) 
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r and q run through a finite set of positive integers; g(x) is infinitely many 
times differentiable in the ordinary sense in the interval ~ < x < ~* ; and 
f(x), K,, and Lq may depend on p. 
2. The number ~* tends to infinity with p in such a way that 
~*>cjpj6 
where c and o are fixed 3 ) positive numbers. 
3. The number ~ is fixed. 
4. Both j<•l(~) and f(•l(~*) tend asymptotically to zero 4) for 8 ~ oo. 
5. The function g(x) has the property that the integral 
~· (3.6) f jg(•l (x)j dx 
< 
tends asymptotically to zero for 8 ~ oo. 
Let A and B denote real numbers such that B-A is a positive integer. 
Let A be fixed and let B ~ oo asp~ oo. Choose <X=A-~ and {3=B-~*. 
Assume that <X> -1 and {3 < 0 are fixed. Under these requirements we 
find, for large positive values of p, 
(3.7) 
B <• oo 
{ L f(n) ~ f f(x) dx+ !'~~'•+I (p;I) f(•l(~*) n~A+I < .~o (8 +I). 




(3.8) U= !K, L n-'+ !Lq L n-q, 
n~o;+I q n~-{3 
provided that on the right hand side the coefficient of K1 is replaced by 
(3.9) { N+o; I } lim L n -log (N +<X-{3) 
N-+oo n=o;+I 
and the coefficient of L1 is replaced by 
{ N-{3 I } lim L n -log (N+1) . 
N-->oo n ~ -{3 
(3.10) 
The symbol !' indicates an asymptotic sum according to the usage of 
VAN DER CORPUT [1]. It is seen that U is determined by <X, {3, r and q, 
and the values assumed by K, and Lq. 
3 ) Here "fixed" means independent of the unbounded variable p. See [I] 
') To say that jl•l(f;) tends asymptotically to zero for 8 __.,.. oo means: There 
exists a fixed integer k ;;;;. 0, and it is possible to find fixed positive numbers 
qk, qk+l• ••• such that 
for each fixed integer 8 ;;;;. k, and such that q, tends to infinity for s __.,.. oo. 
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To prove (3. 7) we apply the sum formula developed in the second paper 
of this series, namely 
(3.ll) { 
B B-P II {J ! /(n)= f f(x) dx+! (/la+s1 ( 1~1) t<•l (B-{3) 
n-.A:+1 .4-"' a-o ( + ). 
- ~ (/la+1(<X+1) j<'l(A- )-R 
.-=-o (s+l)! IX 11+1• . 
to g(n) instead of f(n) defined in (3.5). The remainder, wherein 0 denotes 
an arbitrary fixed number between zero and one, 
.4+0 (A+1 ) B+6 * (B+ 1 x) R = f (/111+1 - x g<h+1l (x) dx + f rph+1 - g<h+1l (x) dx 
ll+1 .4-C< (h+1)! .4+6 (h+1)! 
B+P (B+1 ) + f (/111+1 - x g<h+U (x) dx 
B+6 (h+1)! 
tends, for h-+ oo, asymptotically to zero since the integral (3.6) tends 
asymptotically to zero for s-+ oo. Moreover, by hypothesis 4., 
j<•l(B-{3) = j<•l(~*) and j<•l(A- IX)= f<•l(~) 
tend, for s -+ oo, asymptotically to zero, so that 
! u(n> CXl r u(x> dx+ I' (/lo+ 1 <fJ~ 1 > u<•l (~·>_I' (/1•+1 (<X~ 1 > u<·, (~>· 
n-.4+1 1; , _ 0 (s+1). ,_0 (s+1). 
Using the notion of generalised limits we may replace g<•l(~*) and g<•l(¢) 
by j<•l(~*) and j<•l(~). We replace g(x) in this formUla by 
f(x)-! (x~'E)'-! (E*~x)fl 
r q 
to obtain formula (3.7) with U replaced by 
U*= !K, F,+ !LqGq 
r ·q 
where 
B t;• oo F ~ 1 f dx ~,(/18+1(fJ+l){d•(x-~)-r} 
,CXJ "- (n-E)•- (x-~)'- "- (s+1)1 dx• z-t;• 
n-.4+1 I; •- O 
and 
For r>2 we find by means of the Euler-Maclaurin formula (3.II) 
I (n-~)-• CX>F(x-~)-• dx- i,rp,+1 <fJ~1) { d•(x-E)-r} ' 
n-B+1 t; •- 0 (s+l). d,xl z-t;• 
hence 
00 00 
FrCX> ! (n-~)-'= ! n-•. 
n-.4+1 "~"'+1 
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In the same way we obtain for q > 2 
For r = 1 the treatment of F 1 is slightly more complicated. In this case 
we write 
B { l n-f! dx } A-f! dx 
Fl N L - - f - - f -n~A+1 n-~ n-{J-1x-~ ~ x-~ 
_ I''Ps+l (P+l) {d•(x- ~)- 1 } 
s~o (s+I)! dxs z-e 
so that 
00 I -{J d A-f! d 
FIN L {-- f _x }-f _x -R* n~A+l n-~ n-{J-1x-~ ~ X-~ 
where 
R*N 1 {-I-- r{J ~}+I' 'Ps~1(P+I){d•(x-~)-1} 
n=B+1 n-~ n-{J-1 x-~ s~o (s+I)! dx• z=~· 
Applying the formula (3.11) with f(x) = (x-~)-1 , we see that the remainder 
R* is asymptotically equal to zero, so that 
In the same way we find 
N-f! I 
Gl N lim { ! n - log (N + 1)}. 
N-'>00 n~ -{! 
This completes the proof of (3. 7). 
To illustrate the usefulness of this formula, we apply it to the sum of 
Watson, which is 
(3.12) 
Choose 
f(x) =esc nx = .E..+ ( P ) +g(x) p nx n p-x • 
and 
~=0, ~*=p. 
It is clear that f(x) is of the form (3.5) with K = L = pfn. Also ~* = p tends 
to infinity as p--+ =, and ~ = 0 is certainly independent of p. It is clear 
that the 4th requirement is met because of (3.2) and 
D• esc- = -D~ esc- , nx] nx] 
"' p x~p p z=O 
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so that f'•l(O) and f'•l(p) tend for 8---+ oo asymptotically to zero. To prove 
that the 5th requirement is met, we write 
esc nx = .1?_ + P + P(!!!.). 
p nx n(p-x) p 
so that 
1 1 
esc nx= - + (1 ) + lJf (x). nx n -x 
It is seen that lJ'(x), in the interval O<;x< I, is infinitely many times 
differentiable (in the sense of ordinary limits) and is independent of p. 
However 
(s) (x) = _!!__ P(!!!.) = ..!:_ lJ'(•l (!!!.) g dx• p p• p ' 
hence 
lg(S) (x)l = f.llJ''•l (~)j. 
Therefore 
j I g'•l (x) I dx = ;. !llJ''•l G) I dx = pLl {llJI (t) I dt = 0 (p-•+1), 
which is to say that the integral tends asymptotically to zero as 8 tends 
to infinity. 
One may now apply formula (3. 7) directly, to find 
S'IJ ~ j esc nx dx + !' 9's+1 (O') D~ esc nx] 
0 P s=O (s+ 1)· P o:=p 
00 (1) nx] 2 {N+l 1 } 
- z' 97'+ 1 1 D~csc- +_E lim z --log(N+I). 
s=O (s+ 1)· P o:=O n N->-oo n=l n 
We know the integral and the derivatives from (3.2) and (3.4), hence we 
must have in addition only that 
{ N+l 1 } lim z n - log (N + I) = 0 
N->-oo n=l 
where 0 denotes the constant of Euler; and for m > l 
This gives, for Watson's sum SP, the result 
2p( 2p ) oo,(-)m(22m-l_I)nZm-1B;. s'IJ~- log- +0 +2! (2 )' 2m 1 • 
n n m=l m m .p 
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